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T Phone    
5G for every pocket!

The expansion of 5G connectivity is having 
a transformational impact on many aspects 
of modern life. 5G delivers more than just 
superfast speeds; the coverage and band-
width it provides take us a step closer to a 
truly digital future, allowing instant and con-
stant access to everything from education 
to entertainment and connected cities. At a 
time when the high price of 5G smartphones 
is a barrier for many to accessing fast, con-
nected technology, the T Phone, T Phone 
Pro, and T Tablet are key factors in narro-
wing the digital divide, as they combine 
large screens, powerful performance, and 
a premium design at an affordable price. 

Key facts

• The 5G smartphones are designed to make 5G 
accessible on a broad scale

• The T Phone has been developed in partnership  
with leading software manufacturer Google

• Building upon the expertise gained by T-Mobile  
US’s successful own brand REVVL

• 6.82" and 6.52" HD+ displays with large batteries  
for staying connected on the go

• The MediaTek Dimensity 700 processor delivers  
a smooth experience and high performance 

• High-resolution cameras and premium design,  
including a Magenta fingerprint sensor
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The expansion of 5G connectivity is having a transforma-
tional impact on many aspects of modern life. 5G delivers 
more than just superfast speeds; the coverage and band-
width it provides take us a step closer to a truly digital 
future, enabling instant and constant access to everything 
from education to entertainment to the products and 
services needed to build connected cities. 

At a time when the high price of 5G devices is a barrier for 
many to accessing fast, connected technology, the T Phone 
and T Phone Pro are key factors in bridging the digital divide, 
as they combine large screens, powerful performance, and 
premium design at a price affordable for many. The 5G-
enabled T Phone and T Phone Pro offer a wide range of high-
quality features at a handset-only price starting from €190 
and €230 respectively, while prices vary across countries. 
Following the T Phone, the T Tablet launched last year offers 
a 13-hour screen power package combining productivity  
and entertainment that is perfectly suitable for everyday  
use starting from €200. Moreover, attractive tariff bundles 
starting at €1 per month are available for all these devices.

Customers in ten European markets (Croatia, Montenegro, 
North Macedonia, Austria, Poland, Slovakia, the Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Romania, and Germany) have been 
benefiting from Deutsche Telekom’s new rollout during the 
last year. 

Building upon the expertise and economies of scale created 
by T-Mobile US’s successful own brand “REVVL” line of 
smartphones, the T Phone and T Phone Pro have been 
developed in partnership with leading software manufactu-
rer Google. The T Phone and T Phone Pro tap into Deutsche 
Telekom’s wide 5G network, to offer the fastest and most 
reliable network speeds in their market segment.

The T Phone models feature 6.82" and 6.52″ HD+ displays 
respectively, with large batteries to stay connected on the 
go, a 15 W fast charging option, powerful performance, and 
premium design, which includes a Magenta fingerprint 
sensor. The phones have been designed to provide a seam-
less experience across software and hardware, unlocking the 
full potential of Deutsche Telekom’s 5G network without 
compromising on quality, experience, or security.


